
  
 

 

British Homing World  

Show of the Year 

A collection of memories  

to celebrate 50 golden years 



Introduction 
 

The British Homing World Show of The Year was conceived in 1972 when the 

then RPRA General Manager, Major Len Lewis, came up with the idea of a 

national pigeon show. 
 

With the assistance of fanciers in Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire a show was 

held in 1973 at Doncaster Racecourse. It was decided at the time that any 

profit would be given to charity. One of the stewards had a granddaughter 

who suffered from spina bifida and hydrocephalus (ASBAH), so that became 

the first charity to benefit. The show remained at Doncaster until 1977 when 

the RPRA was invited to host the International Olympiad. The size of the 

show meant that the committee had to find a larger venue, and so it was 

that, from that day hence, Blackpool in January meant only one thing – ‘The 

Show’ – which was the highlight of the year for so many fanciers. 
 

So much has happened in the intervening years, with many events impacting 

directly on the fancy. For example, the miners’ strike of 1984/85 traumatised 

the tight knit mining communities, historically the hot bed of the sport. 

Looking through the archives of the period makes sombre reading. Similarly, 

the Falklands War of 1982 impacted on the members and marked another 

historic milestone. More recent times have seen 9/11, two Gulf conflicts and 

Afghanistan, yet throughout good times and bad the pigeon fraternity has 

been generous in both word and deed. Where charity is concerned, the fancy 

is always prepared to help those in need, and true to its original ethos the 

profits given to charity over the years have been substantial. 
 

The prayer of generosity urges us to give and not to count the cost, and 

furthermore to ask for no reward. With great pride the fancy has adhered to 

this. Many now say that in these difficult times charity should begin at home; 

however with strategically targeted publicity the generosity of the pigeon 

fanciers of this land over the past five decades could be the catalyst for the 

sport’s revival. 
 

With our thanks to all who have contributed. 



 

I am delighted that Shine has the opportunity to join in the celebrations on 

such an important anniversary. 
  

It is quite remarkable that it is 49 years since the British Homing World Show 

of the Year made its first generous donation of £3,000 to Shine (known as 

ASBAH at that time). It is even more remarkable that since that time in 1973, 

donations from the show total well in excess of £576,000! 
  

These funds, and the generosity of support from your members, have helped 

Shine make a difference to thousands of individuals and families whose lives 

have been affected by spina bifida and hydrocephalus, and will continue to 

do so long into the future. 
  

I know that Shine (ASBAH) staff and volunteers have met many friends and 

have lasting memories and many stories from attending the annual event in 

Blackpool. 
  

On behalf of Shine's Board of Trustees, staff, volunteers, and our thousands 

of members and their families who have benefitted from your support, I wish 

you every success for this year's show.  I am sure it will be a great 

celebration. 
  

With my very best wishes, 
  

Kate Steele 

CEO, Shine 

 

 

 



André Hoche (France) 
 

Thank you for letting me share our Blackpool Show of the Year memories! 
 

At that time… some 30 to 40 years ago I was President of the Normandy 

Homing Pigeon Federation. 
 

At that time… the Federation Colombophile Française (FCF) were organising 

our ‘National Days’ every year in one of our different regional federations (20 

altogether). 
 

At that time… our national President - a great President - Mr Roger Mezieres, 

asked me if I would be prepared to take over the responsibility of such an 

organisation. He had already asked me to go and represent the FCF in The 

Netherlands, Germany and the UK.  
 

There I discovered what was actually a true ‘national congress’, and we had a 

lot to learn to reach a more or less similar level in France!  I accepted the 

challenge and, thanks to the contacts and the network I had begun to 

establish abroad, I think I may say it was rather successful, although far from 

reaching Blackpool level! 
 

So, it was in Rouen that I had the opportunity to make a better acquaintance 

with the RPRA delegation: President in those days, Mr John James and his 

lovely wife Marlene; Richard Carlton and Brenda; as well as the RPRA General 

Secretary, Major Edward Camilleri and Anne. The language barriers being 

broken down, we very quickly became good friends after a last lunch at home 

on the Monday noon, before they all went back to the ferry in the afternoon. 

This is how we all took the habit of meeting each other at the national days 

of Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany and Blackpool! 
 

This new but solid friendship was soon extended, particularly to all the 

members of the RPRA Council and to the successive new elected Presidents 

and Members. This is how, since, as mentioned before, my beloved wife 

Magda and myself were invited, each year - year after year - for over 30 

years to Blackpool. Unfortunately, Magda passed away in May last year after 

a 10 year fight against sickness. My contribution to this particularly strong 

friendship, and my pleasure throughout these years, has been and still is to 

try to help finding new liberation sites in France and also, when the weather 

forecast was not as reliable as it is today, trying to give local news of the 

weather. 



My efforts since BREXIT and since April last - in vain so far - have been to 

make almost daily approaches to the EU in Brussels and to the French 

Ministry of Agriculture (the French Law prevails!) to obtain a derogation for 

letting your pigeons cross the border, as Irish pigeons can still do. 
 

But, anyway, let me come back to Blackpool! My souvenirs should enable 

me to write a full book: 

- The official Welcome dinner on the Friday evening, with the traditional 

continental guests, everyone being invited to make a speech. A particular 

memory when my wife Magda decided to speak in my place. I remember all 

were surprised and her success was enormous! Was I jealous? Of course not, 

but so proud! 

- The ‘third time’ at the hotel bar until late on Friday night, although we did 

have a little time to wake up very early on Saturday morning to go and judge 

the Supreme Champion or a series of pigeons, which I did as per the ‘Wing 

Theory’, being myself a partisan of this method. (I must admit we are going to 

bed earlier these days.) 

- Once, when Mr Ryals told me a vet who was expected to come and make a 

speech to some 30 to 40 young lads and girls, could not make it, and he asked 

me – just before it was due to start – if  I could replace him. I did it with 

pleasure and felt very honoured. I realised I was listened to with much 

attention and curiosity by these young fanciers. Mr Ryals thanked me and 

said he had never heard anyone talk about pigeons the way I did. (Of course, 

I explained the Wing Theory!). 

- The Saturday evening prize awards at the Eiffel Tower .... until that day 

when there was an awful breakdown of the heating system. Still what an 

evening and souvenir! 

- What about the fire alarm going off at the Hilton – of course at night – 

because some customers had lit up a small fire (a barbecue?) in their room... 

- AND THE SHOW AT THE WINTER GARDENS! 

- Each year over 2000 pigeons with a majority of wonderful show pigeons and 

fancy pigeons on display! Something unbelievable to the eyes of a French 

fancier! Show pigeons are not very popular on the continent, particularly in 

France. 

- Some 20,000 visitors, some 150 to almost 200 business stands! Again, 

something unbelievable in France (still where there is no entrance fee to 

pay!) or even in Belgium! The streets of Blackpool very crowded with 

fanciers’ families doing shopping.  



- The Saturday morning traditional reception by the Mayor at the Town Hall. 

Definitely, an excellent way of advertising and of friendship for our sport. 

- Last but not least: the so warm welcome of all Members of the Council on 

our arrival at the Hilton and the traditional ‘guard of honour’ by the Council 

Members for the farewell outside on  the steps, when the bus takes us back 

to Manchester airport on the Sunday morning. Such an unforgettable week-

end, looked forward to for months and so quickly elapsed: ‘See you next 

year’! We are all so happy and sad at the same time! 
 

I am asked to say why I like coming to BLACKPOOL over the years. I don't 

like it... I LOVE BLACKPOOL! The only shadow is that we are all getting one 

year older every year... and some of our good friends are no longer there. 

  

 



Michael Mahrs (Germany) 
 

Why I have travelled to Blackpool from Germany for the last 31 years:  
  

1. Love for England: Yes, I admit, I am a fan of England. I have been around 

40 times (from a very young age), and permitted to take part in the 

association exhibition in Blackpool for the past 31 years. It starts with the 

English humour, the respect for the Royal family, up to the English love for 

traditional thinking. Yes, I am a fan of England. 
  

2. English hospitality: The English hospitality is enormous. For over 30 years I 

have been able to establish contacts that we not only maintain at the 

association exhibitions, but also have contact with each other all year round 

by letter, telephone and also via the internet. Our families know each other. 

Visits to Germany have also taken place. We have become real friends. 
  

3. Love for the racing pigeons: The love for the carrier pigeon also plays a 

role. We all have the same interest and observe other fanciers’ success with 

their pigeons. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Blackpool atmosphere: As described above: Hospitable English people, a 

high traditional appreciation, Winter Gardens, tower etc, the location by the 

sea, the traditional English dance and also the varied breakfast. The 

combination of the points listed is what makes the English association 

exhibition so popular.  

 



The Stewards (The Workers) 
 

The Henshaw Clan 
 

The majority of us are family of Myrtle and Les Henshaw who were involved 

in founding the show. Although none of us are pigeon fanciers, we love to 

attend the show to carry on Myrtle and Les’ vision and dream, supporting 

charities and bringing pigeon fanciers from around the world together. 
   

Over the years we have become good friends with the dedicated  group of 

stewards who also attend with the intention of making the show the greatest 

in the world  Through this dedication, the Henshaw clan now see the group of 

stewards as extended family, meeting once a year to socialise, raise funds 

and bring pigeon fanciers together. 
 

Ed: The Henshaw family have been stewarding at the show for four 

generations and still provide over a third of the stewards at the show. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Henshaw family prepare for a night out! 



Susan Fox 
 

The Blackpool Show of the Year is imprinted into my bones like the town is 

imprinted into a stick of rock.  My father (Alan Heath) was one of the 

initiators of the show in Doncaster all those years ago. Back then, my sister 

and I were too young to help but I remember having to stay at our grandma’s 

house so that our bedrooms could be used by visiting fanciers from Cornwall.  

This happened every January until the move to Blackpool for the Olympiad in 

1977.  
 

The following year was the first year my sister and I went for the weekend 

and sat for two days on the loft raffle stall, always at the Denny’s Loft. Then 

on Saturday evening going to the Gala Evening with the entertainment and 

dancing – so many good memories of being waltzed round the dance floor.  
 

Over the years I would sit with Pat Bartle and help check in the birds when 

they arrived, and while doing this I got to know quite a lot of the pigeon 

fanciers from all over the country – some of whom I still see every January.  
 

Now I am the one checking in the birds, and my family are all helping to keep 

the show running.  I felt honoured when, to keep a connection with the 

Heath family following my father’s death, I was invited on to the Committee. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Going to the Blackpool show is like Christmas all over – seeing people who 

you may only see once a year, meeting new people, helping raise money for 

good causes.  Even though we have not kept pigeons for a very long time, I 

do really look forward to going to Blackpool in January to the ‘Crufts’ of the 

pigeon world.  Long may it continue. 
 

Ed: The Heath family are into their fourth generation of stewards and provide 

a quarter of the stewards working at the Show. 

 



Catherine Trippett  
 

I remember from being very young the family going to a cold Blackpool every 

January. Then when I got older, I could help Dad sort the baskets, and when I 

was thirteen I could do more as a proper steward. 
 

I’ve polished so many cups and walked so far, but it is all amazing as I love the 

sport of pigeon racing. I love the cakes in the stewards’ room and the 

excitement of seeing everyone again after each year! 
 

Being a steward can be hard, but it’s always worth it when I get to see 

everyone enjoying themselves and having fun. 
 

Then aged five, now fifteen and still looking forward to the 50
th

 show this 

year and the cabaret. I enjoy every minute, and look forward to it every year. 
 

Ed: Catherine represents the fourth generation of Trippett stewards. 

 

 

Bill Britton’s first visit (at age 86!) 
 

As soon as I heard that some members of the Wrexham District Club were to 

hire a bus to go to Blackpool, I was there with my name down. I had never 

been there and this was the first time for me. 
 

The day came and off we went, full of talk and jokes at one another. The 

weather was kind to us, and at this time of year this is a bonus. We park up 

and first go for breakfast. With that out of the way, and with a full belly, we 

were in, and once in we all went our different ways.  
 

I walked about with my West Ham hat on and a black shirt with RACING THE 

LINE in white writing on the back. There are people all over the place, some 

old friends meeting up and saying hello to one another.   
 

The first stand I come to is Bucktons, the corn people, with all types of 

mixtures to look at. The year before I had written a story about them and 

they remember me, but to see and look at all the types of corn, the mix all 

written down for you to see, to feel and touch. Here you can also see how it is 

cleaned, and how they mix them, and why they put one type of grain, the 

amount they put in, and why. It is such an eye opener, but you can’t stay too 

long as there is so much to see. 



 

I meet Chris Williams (he of ‘From the Chair’) with his dad, and have a talk.  I 

look around and there is a small stud selling birds to people from Malta. They 

come every year, the owner tells me. There is so much to see. How do I get to 

this main hall with all the show birds?  
 

I get behind Keith Mott and in we go, with a floor full of the best looking birds 

in the land. How on earth do you find a winner here? But there they are, with 

their cards on the pen. You can get lost here, with all these birds, but as you 

look up you can see stalls all around the main floor. So I walk to the British 

Homing World stand and talk to people that I write to with my stories. It is 

good to put a face to it too. 
 

I meet up with Peter Bennet the man who takes pictures so I asked if I could 

take his photograph. 
 

Then on to the National Flying Club, who are giving out handbooks and asking 

people to join them. Soon I am on the Van Robaeys stand, where they sell 

Belgian top-quality pigeon feed. Now this is different again, with a strong look 

at maize. 
 

I don’t know how long I have been in, but I have a need of a sit down, and at 

86 I need to go to that small room, but there is no worry there for I soon find 

one. 
 

Where to next? As I turn around, there is Les Green looking at my hat; he is 

talking to one of the people from Van Robaeys. I say hello and take a picture. 
 

I then take a look at the new lofts they have on show. ‘One lucky person will 

win one of them’, I say to myself, and then I have my picture taken with Geoff 

Kirkland - his wife helps me to take it. There are so many good and well 

known people here, always happy to help. 
 

My day was coming to an end, and as I ride home in the bus I have a smile on 

my face. What a day to remember. I would like to go back again next year, 

maybe. 

  



The Little Red Bag 
by Les Blacklock, past and current President RPRA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the mid-1970’s I attended the Doncaster Show (forerunner to Blackpool) as 

part of a coach trip organised by the late Tucker Anderson. I was a young 

fancier in my early twenties, and my recollection of the show is rather hazy, 

however I do remember that along with two club members - Pige and Socks - 

we had a foot race on the last furlong of the racetrack and I finished last. I 

have to be honest and say alcohol played a major part in my poor 

performance. 
 

Move on a couple of years and the RPRA officials along with the Show of the 

Year Committee moved the show from Doncaster to Blackpool, to 

accommodate the 1977 Olympiad. This was a brave decision and not without 

risk, particularly financial. I have nothing but admiration for the individuals 

involved in making Blackpool such a success, and the ongoing support of the 

Show of the Year Committee. All are a credit to the pigeon sport. 
 

For the 1977 Olympiad I was on a coach trip organised once more by Tucker, 

who went on to organise this annual trip for 20 years. Tucker was a legend in 

West Cumbria. We arrived on Thursday evening and stayed until Sunday 

afternoon. I vividly remember going into the social clubs that Thursday 

evening and the locals had no idea why a lot of people were walking the 

streets in the middle of January.  

 



Over the years we established a set routine of which clubs we would visit, 

and subsequently we always went to the Pelham Mount Social Club at night 

and the North Shore Catholic Club in the afternoons. Mornings were always 

spent in the show with occasional drinks in the Galleon bar. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I clearly remember the Olympiad part of the show and was very impressed 

with the set up. The huge number of trade stands, literally selling everything. 

One of the items I purchased at the show was a red bag, and 44 years later 

the bag is still in use. I use it for carrying club equipment, seals, race sheets, 

envelopes, raffle tickets etc, and a few race rubbers. Yes a few of our 

members still clock traditionally. 
 

In those far off days if anyone had suggested that I would one day be on the 

stage in the ballroom handing out the show awards I would have laughed at 

them. I feel very proud to have been involved in the Show and wish the 

current Show Committee every success for future shows. 

 

  

 



The RPRA Staff’s Perspective: Julia Field 
 

My first show was 10 years ago and my first impression as a non-fancier was 

‘Wow – what an impressive show’! It’s great to see the culmination of the 

work of so many people take shape in front of your eyes.  The Winter 

Gardens is an impressive venue, and it’s wonderful to see the best of the best 

pigeons and to see old friends meeting up and sharing pigeon stories. 
  

For me the highlight of the show is the opportunity to put faces to the names 

of people I speak to throughout the year. 
  

I remember about 5 years ago, we had very bad wintery weather and some 

RPRA staff had to stay overnight in Cheltenham to ensure we all got on the 

staff coach the next morning to travel up to Blackpool. We crawled up the 

M5 in single file with ice and snow about 6 inches deep, thinking that we 

must get to the Winter Gardens (aptly named) as the show must go on. 

Thankfully we got there, but just a bit later than intended. 
  

Remember the year the rosette for the Supreme Champion went missing?  I 

think we were all having kittens, but thankfully it was found! 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another year I was excited to hear that actor/singer Robson Green was 

visiting the show. I dug out my 1995 cassette tape of Robson & Jerome for 

him to sign. I only had one meeting to go to that year at the Winter Gardens, 

which lasted 45 minutes, and – yes – that’s when he visited the RPRA stand! 

 



What is the atmosphere like in Blackpool during the 

Homing World Show? 
 

Regarding the show itself, the atmosphere is very competitive, as you might 

expect. With over 2,000 birds penned on the Friday afternoon before the 

show opens on the Saturday, the hall is full of anticipation, with competitors 

tending to their birds in minute detail to ensure that no minor fault will let 

them down. The birds are judged Friday evening; all exhibitors are excluded 

from the hall - they go back to their hotel, full of anticipation, whilst the 

judges set about their work.  
 

Behind the scenes there is frenzied activity whilst officials collate results as 

they arrive, make out the prize cards, and make ready for the judging of the 

special awards, which happens around midnight! When all is complete, they 

can then retire to their rooms to get up five hours later to prepare for the 

show opening.  
 

On Saturday morning the show opens and competitors flood into the hall to 

see the results. There are some happy smiling faces, some sad, some patting 

on the back, some controversy, but overall a feeling of satisfaction: Blackpool 

is the epitome; there is no shame in not winning here, just the challenge of 

another year.  
 

Further anticipation follows with the judging of the Supreme Champion Class: 

these birds have been ‘Best in Show’ at other major shows in the UK and 

Ireland, and now compete for the right to be the Best of the Best. 

Nervousness prevails amongst those who have an interest. The result is 

announced, and now on to buy some requisites before the presentations on 

the Saturday afternoon. 
 

During this time attendees at the show will disperse to auctions being held in 

and around the show. They will visit the market of over 100 trade stands in 

the building; they will meet friends, make new friends, discuss everything 

pigeon, successes, failures and solve the mysteries of why they perhaps did 

not have as good a season as they should have had last year, but how it will 

dramatically improve next year. 
 

Blackpool is steeped in pigeon racing for the weekend. It doesn't sleep, hotels 

tend their regular customers, rendezvous are kept, and lifetime friends are 

made. 



From the Beginning: Peter Hughes 
 

My brother John and myself have not missed a Blackpool Show since it 

started in Doncaster. In fact, in the 1976 show I entered in the 600 Miles and 

Over Old Hens, a blue hen that had won 3rd North Section, 19th Open La 

Reald 615 miles in the Welsh South East National. The judge was Jack Adams, 

one of the best contributors the BHW has had and highly recommended. 
 

The 1977 Show of The Year was also the Olympiad, and was an eye opener 

for us all, as we had never before seen so many fanciers from all over the 

world gathered in one place. For the 1999 Olympiad Show 16 family 

members and friends travelled to Blackpool, and what a weekend that was. 

The Gala Evening at The Norbreck Hotel with the Eric Delaney Band will never 

be forgotten. 
 

Over the years we have bought some top-class pigeons from the Charity 

Auction. To name one or two, E Harbourne’s Muppet Cock bred some good 

birds, one of them The Nantes Hen won 3 x 1st prizes from Nantes in the 

Mason’s Arms 2 Bird Race 421 miles on the day, Emrys Jones, South Wales 

Jed Jackson, a fantastic flyer and judge. Jed was blind but that did not stop 

him from being one of the best writers for the BHW and he also won 

1st Open NFC Pau for good measure. Tom Gilbertson, Cumbria, bloodlines of 

his Show Hen also bred some fantastic birds. You always met some top 

fanciers which is what the show was all about. Two of the best people you 

could meet were the late husband and wife Bob and Annie Walker of 

Rawtenstall. I remember Bob introducing me to a young Scottish lad saying 

that this lad will be a top fancier one day. How right he was as he went on to 

win 1st Open SNFC Niort over 700 miles on the day and much more besides. 
 

One memorable trip saw us going by coach on a trip organised by the Flint 

Club. Getting on the coach at 6am we were all handed a miniature bottle of 

scotch and six cans of beer. On the way home we stopped off at a working 

man’s club just outside Doncaster, but we couldn’t get in because it was full. 

John Brynmoor of Llandudno told the doorman ‘You don’t know what you are 

missing - this is the Welsh Choir on a tour of Great Britain.’ We were quickly 

ushered in and were treated like royalty. Can’t remember if we sang or not. 
 

 

 



My family have shown two or three times over the years: 1999, 2nd Old Hens 

Class Unflown; 2001, 1st Old Hens Unflown; 2002 1st Old Cock Flown 300 

Miles, not sure of the year but won Best Old Bird and Over 300 Miles. My 

nephew Darren and myself also had the honour of being asked to judge a 

large show class at Blackpool. I have represented the British Olympic team in 

Portugal 2005 Standard Class; 2007 Belgian Olympiad 30th Long Distance 

Class; 2009 Dortmund 3rd Long Distance Class. 
 

Back to Blackpool, over the years I have stayed in most hotels from the North 

Shore to the South Shore.    
 

See you this January for another lovely weekend. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

A group of Maltese fanciers  

who visit the show each year 

 

 



From BHW to Blue Peter: Cheryl Adamson 
 

My name is Cheryl Adamson, nee Cheryl Wooff. I am 37 years old and have 

grown up with pigeon racing. 
  

As a child growing up with pigeons, the Show of the Year (which I never 

missed!) was the highlight of my year – up there with Christmas!  Arriving at 

Blackpool on a Friday, I knew it was that time of year - the pigeon men were 

so distinct with their top coats and flat caps, and there was the pigeon loft 

that was driven round on the back of a van. It was magic, and I hadn't even 

got near to the Winter Gardens! 
  

The most special part of the show for me was meeting up with many relatives 

and friends from across the country.  My uncles and cousins are all avid 

fanciers.   
 

The buzz I had walking down the steps into the crowded foyer area that was 

filled with trade stands and pigeon lofts was unreal.  One of our fellow 

fanciers won one of the pigeon lofts at the Show of the Year, which was 

amazing – especially as he did not like parting with money too often!  My 

mam and my aunt would often come into the show for a bit but then went 

off shopping - I always stayed with my dad and uncle to go and see the show 

entries, and the many pigeons in the sales, then go and sit somewhere and 

get engrossed in pigeon talk! 
  

I met a special lady called Eleanor from the BHW when I was about 13 or 14 

years old. I often featured in the young fanciers’ columns, writing stories and 

art competitions. I was even one of your front cover girls, which, to this day I 

am extremely proud of! Through Eleanor I was featured on BBC Blue Peter – 

it was the most amazing experience and I was able to meet Eleanor in person 

at the Show of the Year. That same year I was invited on stage to receive an 

award from the RPRA President for one of my competition entries. 
  

I am forever grateful to the BHW for your amazing Show of the Year – I have 

memories I will always treasure, particularly of friends and relatives who are 

no longer with us.  
 

Thanks for reading. 

 



Chief Steward: Charlie Perry 
 

Ed: This article is from 2017. Before he died in 2021, Charlie had served as 

Chief Steward at the Show and as a Committee member. 
 

During 1971-1972 Les Henshaw, one of my club members and Regional 

Committee member, approached me about helping to get a new pigeon 

show started; he had also approached a number of other clubs in the area. 
 

There was a committee behind the idea:, Les, Major Len Lewis (General 

Manager of the RPRA), Ron Trippett (President of the RPRA), Walter Law 

(Secretary of the Derbyshire and South Yorkshire Region), John Mitchell 

(North East Region), Alan Heath (Secretary of the Owston Ferry Pigeon Club) 

and I think Roy Ryals (President of the Derbyshire and South Yorkshire 

Region) and others who I never met in this period. 
 

The committee had approached the RPRA with a view to getting help to get 

the show off the ground and were firmly rebuffed, not allowed to call it The 

RPRA Show of the Year. Hence it became the British Homing World Show of 

the Year. 
 

Because of this rejection the committee had worries about the financial 

problems if the show failed; most were working men with families, hence the 

approach to clubs for help to raise funds by having raffles, shows and various 

other events such as sales. 
 

The outcome of all this was that the first show was held at Doncaster 

Racecourse in 1973. Many local club members acted as stewards, ticket 

sellers and so on. Some who were still at school are stewards now. The 

stewards went home at night and appeared bright and breezy next morning. 

This first show was - as Len Lewis put it - a ‘resounding success’ and was 

gleefully showing everyone a final cheque for £3,000. This amount was 

repeated at the second show, with Len saying ‘it will never get better than 

this’. 
 

At the second show a prominent Scottish fancier, who had won the Scottish 

National, had a row of 6-8 of their birds on display in locked pens. Part of my 

duty that day was to feed and water these birds. They had seriously fouled 

their drinkers and needed changing, however their pens were locked. After 

several attempts to get into the pens I decided to lift the pens and take them 



out underneath. ‘Sods Law’ prevailed and prominent Scottish fanciers and 

their entourage saw me and I was subject to a tirade of words, some never 

used in the pit where I worked. Indeed, if I had called a workmate this I would 

expect to have to defend myself behind the baths at the end of my shift. I 

think I held my own in the slanging match and told them either to provide a 

key or sort their own birds. I was duly reported to the committee. The 

argument didn’t end there, and resumed a little later, and was rewarded by 

being reported again. 
 

As is usual after the show, there is a follow up meeting to iron out problems, 

and I was asked (instructed) to attend. I waited outside the meeting room, 

not knowing the reason I was there. I was eventually asked to enter the 

meeting. I stood in front of the table looking at some very serious faces. The 

very first question I was asked ‘what do think of the prominent Scottish 

fancier?’ A right b…. so and so, basking in their 15 minutes of fame. Wow! 

Pencils were dropped, faces changed from serious to downright thunderous. 

It sank in I was in trouble! Explain what happened - I did. Can you leave the 

room and wait outside? Oh dear! During this period there had been no 

comments or lightening of scowl. My God, the death penalty! 
 

I waited outside: here I was a 34 year old collier, waiting to see the 

headmaster, ready to tell them what they could do with their show, book 

down pants time! After what seemed like an age I was eventually asked back 

into the condemned cell; the faces hadn’t altered much. Chief prosecutor, 

Ron Trippett, and the jury, John Mitchell, Alan Heath, and others I cannot 

remember. Words were blurring, I wouldn’t hang, I wouldn’t be caned, I 

wouldn’t even have to write 1000 lines ‘I must not etc etc etc. Words started 

to penetrate: How do you feel about joining the committee? Er, er yes I’d like 

to. Congratulations, you’re in. After all these years I still haven’t worked out 

how they came to that verdict, but it was the start of a long enjoyable period 

of helping to run the fantastic show we have. 
 

Eventually Doncaster became too small, entertainment and hotels sparse, the 

racecourse raising their fees; it was decided to move to Blackpool. 
 

Blackpool 1977 was a very cold year: trains snowed in at Preston; our hotel 

up near the North Promenade; up at daybreak; walk to The Winter Gardens 

in 6 inches of snow; see to the birds; then walk back for breakfast in a hotel 

run by Hitler’s daughter and waited on by two members of the Gestapo who 



never stopped swearing. I never saw ‘Miss Hitler’ break a smile all weekend. 

Home from home? I think not! 
 

Blackpool 1977 was an Olympiad year: Olympiad birds in the ballroom; BHW 

birds in the Olympia Hall; stewards allocated separately; not allowed to pass 

from one show to the other; visitors could. What a farce! 
 

Over the years, with changes to the committee and people leaving for the 

great pigeon club in the sky, Alan Heath became Chairman of the committee 

and I was press-ganged into replacing him as Chief Steward. Grey hairs 

started appearing. I have enjoyed the role, most people being polite and 

helpful, but as in any situation, there’s always one! The number of times 

someone who wants to be away early has suddenly at Sunday lunch time 

found his mother’s vital tablets in his pocket, and she desperately needs 

them at her hotel in Benidorm. I’ve heard them all: some are serious, you 

have to judge carefully. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alan Heath and his family, David Trippett and his family, as Chairman of the 

Committee, could have joined the councillors, judges etc at The Hilton, but 

both have stayed with the stewards in a second rate hotel, close to the 

Winter Gardens, and both have earned my great respect. 
 

Enough of the ‘grumpy’ - over the years we have put on a tremendous show, 

earning a lot of money for a lot of charities. However it could not have been 

done without the sterling background work of The Reddings staff, from Mrs 

Jones, Mrs Mac and numerous others up to the present day - fantastic!  

 

Charlie and his wife Jean with 

their RPRA Certificate of Merit 

in 2020  



I remember one of these - Judy Organ, a Reddings lady - approached the 

stewards’ room, looking apprehensive. I went out and introduced myself and 

asked ‘Why the worried look?’ She told me they were scared to meet the 

stewards, knowing most were from Doncaster and most were miners, and 

they could see what was happening with the miners and police on TV. I said 

that the media were always quick to put on the worst aspects of that: ‘The 

only difference between you and us (in my best Yorkshire twang) is you don’t 

talk posh like us’. There was a long silence, cogs were turning, then she 

started laughing; the ice was broken and has been very good ever since. 
 

Stewards have changed over the years. When we came to Blackpool we 

stopped a lot of very good Doncaster stewards in an attempt to save money, 

and tried to recruit from the western side of the Pennines, but apart from a 

few this largely did not work. 
 

The present stewards seem to be family orientated from the original 

stewards. We have husbands, wives, daughters, grandchildren, nephews and 

nieces. Even great grandchildren are starting to appear, and many of those 

have enrolled friends.  
 

I think the present team is as good as we have had, and I hope they will 

continue to come. 
 

The Winter Gardens is being refurbished, and slowly more access areas are 

being re-opened to us. I understand there will be more of the Olympia room 

available, down the ramp this year (2018). 
 

We have just celebrated 40 years at Blackpool, 45 in total. I am trying to hang 

on until 50 years and my gold watch (only kidding); time is irrelevant to me, 

the year between each show comes round faster each year. I blame the 

Government! 
 

I am now 79 and lame, it is only a matter of time before the main Chief 

Steward calls me to help at the greatest show above (but not yet), and 

another Chief Steward will be needed at Blackpool. 
 

I sincerely hope the BHW Show of the Year continues for many years to 

come. Only you - the fanciers - can influence this, with your continued 

support. 
 

Thank you one and all.  



Eleanor Wright (BHW Welshpool) 
 

‘There’s a famous seaside place called Blackpool 

That’s noted for fresh air and fun’ 

(Stanley Holloway: ‘Albert and the Lion’) 
 

Well, well, well we didn’t know that, because for any of us working at the 

BHW or RPRA stands Blackpool meant just one thing – pigeon fanciers. 

Within the sacred walls of the fancy’s mecca - the Winter Gardens - fresh air 

may have been at a premium, but fun was limitless. As a group of antipodean 

visitors once wryly observed: ‘strewth you must be the palest people on the 

planet’. 
 

This was delivered Crocodile Dundee style, and we hadn’t been to the Gala 

Night at that time – most staff are always a whiter shade of pale on the 

Sunday! As Blackpool is the only time when Cheltenham meets Welshpool 

face to face, it is always a pleasant social experience, and to quote our many 

Irish visitors ‘the craic is mighty’. 
 

I’ve lost track of the actual number of Blackpool Shows I’ve done, but suffice 

to say it’s a lot - fifteen plus - and over the years very many fond memories 

have been banked. I vividly remember one of our Scottish scribes, Doreen 

Sim, arriving at our stand proudly brandishing four Arbroath smokies (aka 

kippers) wrapped in newspaper which suspiciously resembled the BHW. The 

dear lady greeted me with: ‘You sound years younger on the phone!’ How 

kind. 
  

Now kippers had a back story. My husband very much looked forward to my 

weekend in Blackpool, as his Saturday night forbidden pleasure during my 

absence was – kippers, a delicacy vetoed by me as they stank the house out. 

Yes, Blackpool meant nothing short of kipper heaven in the Wright 

household, and a lingering whiff of kipper was always there to greet me on 

Sunday evening. 
 

At the three-day Olympiad Show, way back when, a colleague and I 

introduced our late General Manager Major Camilleri to the delights of the 

tequila slammer, assuring him that it had medicinal properties – wow, the 

Norbreck Hotel really rocked that night. 
 



The Gala Night at The Tower Ballroom was always a highlight and my abiding 

memory is of one of our guests - Michael Mahrs from Germany - being 

singled out for special attention from the lady compere. She flirted 

outrageously and joked with Michael for several years, and it became 

something of a cabaret routine which was very amusing. 
 

The Blackpool Show is a unique opportunity for our sport to coalesce and 

present a united front to the media outlets who find rich pickings there in the 

post-Christmas/New Year January gloom. For ourselves it represents a unique 

PR opportunity and is a chance to shatter stereotypes and proudly announce 

that we do have members under 30 years of age. Above all, for so many the 

Blackpool weekend is the year’s social highlight: one scribe regularly writes of 

the ‘number of sleeps’ until Blackpool from late November! 
 

It is true that old friends can’t be made, but old friendships can and are 

renewed in the shadow of that iconic tower. Faces are matched to names, 

tips and ideas exchanged and prize winners applauded, and looking around 

the vibrant and bustling Winter Gardens surely talk of the sport in its death 

throws must be ‘fake news’. To put a ‘new age’ spin on things, our show is 

‘group therapy’ for fanciers and for all those involved in the sport, and is 

more vital than ever in these days of virtual connectivity. Zoom has been a 

lifesaver, but nothing beats pressing the flesh! 
 

To conclude my reflections, I must add a few words to the town which has 

played host to us for so many years. Blackpool is Blackpool, warts, traffic 

wardens and all; what you see is what you get, it does not pretend to be 

Bournemouth or Torquay. No, Blackpool may try to reinvent itself, but it will 

always be Harry Ramsden (not Rick Stein), kiss-me-quick hats, Jack and Vera 

on the prom with a long proud history of visitors kicking back and having fun. 

It does not and never has taken itself too seriously; no calorie count or traffic 

light indicators on a stick of Blackpool rock, yet most world-wide visitors to 

the UK will list the Tower Ballrooms in the same sentence as Buckingham 

Palace and the Tower of London! 
 

I have done my last Blackpool Show; as aptly put ‘time and tide waits for no 

man’ and my boogie nights are past, but I know that all who visit the BHW or 

RPRA stands can be assured of a warm welcome. 
 

 

 


